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Recommendation ITU-T X.1258 

Enhanced entity authentication based on aggregated attributes 

 

 

 

Summary 

Aggregating attributes from multiple attribute authorities may be needed in order to enable a relying 

party to enhance its trust in the identity of a party. The aggregation can be regarded as having to deal 

with a collection of globally unique identifiers, which is common across all attribute authorities. 

Practically, entities do not have a global identifier but have different entity identifiers and attributes 

assigned by their various identity service providers (IdSPs). 

To address the attribute-aggregating problem in this scenario, the concept of identity federation is 

used. For example, if an e-book store plans to have a sale for seniors, the store has to be given the 

aggregated set of attributes (credit card and age bracket) from two IdSPs, but without the IdSPs 

knowing about each other's involvement. In standard federated identity management, an entity can 

only provide attributes from one identity, but this transaction requires attributes from two. There are 

several identity federation methods: security assertion markup language (SAML), Shibboleth, open 

identity (OpenID), and open authentication (OAuth), etc. 

Recommendation ITU-T X.1258 introduces the concept of attribute aggregation to allow an entity to 

aggregate attributes from multiple IdSPs. Attribute aggregation is the mechanism for collecting 

attributes of an entity retrieved from multiple IdSPs. Attribute aggregation is needed to aggregate the 

attributes dynamically on demand. IdSP can realize the aggregation request when an entity wants to 

get a service. Additionally, an entity-centric attribute aggregation mechanism could also be applied to 

the authentication for mitigating privacy leakage. 
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FOREWORD 

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is the United Nations specialized agency in the field of 

telecommunications, information and communication technologies (ICTs). The ITU Telecommunication 

Standardization Sector (ITU-T) is a permanent organ of ITU. ITU-T is responsible for studying technical, 

operating and tariff questions and issuing Recommendations on them with a view to standardizing 

telecommunications on a worldwide basis. 

The World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly (WTSA), which meets every four years, establishes 

the topics for study by the ITU-T study groups which, in turn, produce Recommendations on these topics. 

The approval of ITU-T Recommendations is covered by the procedure laid down in WTSA Resolution 1. 

In some areas of information technology which fall within ITU-T's purview, the necessary standards are 

prepared on a collaborative basis with ISO and IEC. 
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Recommendation ITU-T X.1258 

Enhanced entity authentication based on aggregated attributes 

1 Scope 

This Recommendation provides enhanced authentication based on aggregation of entity attributes 

across domains. This Recommendation covers the following topics: 

– methods for aggregating multiple identity service provider (IdSP) attributes; and 

– enhanced authentication based on aggregated attributes. 

2 References 

None.  

3 Definitions 

3.1 Terms defined elsewhere 

This Recommendation uses the following terms defined elsewhere: 

3.1.1 attribute [b-ITU-T X.1252]: Information bound to an entity that specifies a characteristic of 

the entity. 

3.1.2 (entity) authentication [b-ITU-T X.1252]: A process used to achieve sufficient confidence 

in the binding between the entity and the presented identity. 

NOTE – Use of the term authentication in an identity management (IdM) context is taken to mean entity 

authentication. 

3.1.3 circle of trust [b-ITU-T X.1251]: A set of criteria established for joining organizations 

within a federation for the purposes of trusted access to each other's resources. Note that a circle of 

trust is also the end result of joining organizations within a federation. 

3.1.4 federation [b-ITU-T X.1252]: An association of users, service providers, and identity service 

providers. 

3.1.5 identity [b-ITU-T X.1252]: A representation of an entity in the form of one or more attributes 

that allow the entity or entities to be sufficiently distinguished within context. For identity 

management (IdM) purposes, the term identity is understood as contextual identity (subset of 

attributes), i.e., the variety of attributes is limited by a framework with defined boundary conditions 

(the context) in which the entity exists and interacts. 

NOTE – Each entity is represented by one holistic identity that comprises all possible information elements 

characterizing such entity (the attributes). However, this holistic identity is a theoretical issue and eludes any 

description and practical usage because the number of all possible attributes is indefinite. 

3.1.6 identity service provider (IdSP) [b-ITU-T X.1252]: An entity that verifies, maintains, 

manages, and may create and assign identity information of other entities. 

3.2 Terms defined in this Recommendation 

This Recommendation defines the following terms: 

3.2.1 attribute aggregation: A mechanism for collecting attributes from multiple identity service 

providers (IdSPs). 

NOTE – Once the attributes have been collected, they need to be aggregated and asserted for authentication 

and authorization. 
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3.2.2 domain: Management coverage of a single identity service provider (IdSP). 

3.2.3 service provider (SP): An entity that provides services to the clients or to the other service 

providers. 

4 Abbreviations and acronyms 

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms: 

CoT Circle of Trust 

DB Database 

ID Identity 

IdM Identity Management 

IdSP Identity Service Provider 

LS Linking Service 

OAuth Open Authentication 

OpenID Open Identity 

PKI Public Key Infrastructure 

SAML Security Assertion Markup Language 

SP Service Provider 

SSO Single Sign-On 

VC Virtual Collaboration 

5 Conventions 

None. 

6 General 

In general, electronic identity management (IdM) covers the management of any form of digital 

identity. The development of directories, such as those supported by [b-ITU-T X.500], could be an 

origin of IdM. [b-ITU-T X.509] defines certificates containing identity attributes. The certificates of 

[b-ITU-T X.509] and public key infrastructure (PKI) systems operate to prove the online "identity" 

of a subject. Therefore, IdM could be considered as the management of information. 

The identity of an entity may be composed of attributes that characterize this entity in different 

contexts. Different identities may be needed depending on the context and situation. An IdM system 

provides tools for the management of these identities in a digital world. IdM is a set of functions and 

capabilities such as identity creation/deletion, discovery and exchange of information. In the real 

world, people choose which information can be revealed to others, taking into account the context 

and sensitivity of the information. In the digital world, in turn, this task is performed by the IdM 

system. 

Based on the technologies and standards with regards to IdM, IdM system methods are classified as 

conventional, centralized and federated. The characteristics of the conventional method is that a 

service provider (SP) handles identities and is collocated with the identity service provider (IdSP). 

An entity creates its digital identity (ID) for each SP from which it wants to get services. Usually, 

entity IDs are not shared among the different SPs and this approach tends to be more costly for both 

the entity and the SPs. Each SP may require repeatedly its own set of attributes to form the digital 

identity of the entity. 
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The centralized method has been developed as a solution to the inflexibility of the conventional 

method and shares identities among SPs; it is based on the concept of single authentication, single 

sign-on (SSO). This method tries to avoid inconsistencies and redundancies in the conventional 

method, giving entities the capability to interact with various SPs without the need to perform 

redundant authentication. 

Every SP that has trust relationships with an IdSP relies completely on the entity authentications 

provided by this IdSP. The IdSP is responsible for authenticating an entity and supplying to SPs the 

attribute information of the entity within a domain, which can represent a company, a university, etc., 

and is composed of entities, multiple SPs and a single IdSP. SSO provides a great convenience to the 

entities, since they only need to perform the authentication process once. Thereafter, entities can use 

the obtained credentials on all SPs they wish to access. However, the weak point of the centralized 

method is that the IdSP has absolute control over the information of its entities, and may use their 

information in any way it wants. This is the main reason why the centralized method has not been 

widely adopted. 

To resolve the problems resulting from the centralized method, the federated identity method was 

introduced, based on the distribution of the task of authentication over multiple IdSPs. These IdSPs 

belong to different domains. The concept of the federated identity relies on trust relationships that are 

established among multiple IdSPs and the corresponding domains. To connect distributed identity 

information between an IdSP and an SP, a trust relationship is required between the two parties. This 

trust relationship is called a circle of trust (CoT), which may include one or more IdSP and SPs. In a 

CoT, if the user is authenticated in an IdSP, then access to SPs within the CoT without further 

authentication is permitted. As a result, a user needs to be authenticated only once in a CoT 

[b-ITU-T X.1251]. 

Federated IdM is an approach to resolve the risk of a single IdSP and decrease information exchange 

with the IdSP during authentication. These agreements between IdSPs ensure that identities issued in 

one domain are recognized by SPs in other domains and the concept of SSO is available even when 

different domains are involved. 

The benefit of federated identities to SPs is that they can handle a smaller number of entities' 

information. The Kantara Initiative [b-Kantara], Shibboleth [b-Shibboleth] and Higgins [b-Higgins] 

follow the federated IdM method. In federated identity methods, identities are distributed across 

different IdSPs, and entities' information can be made available to any other third parties (IdSPs) in 

the federation. 

7 Architectures and flows for attribute aggregation methods 

Early work on merging attributes from multiple attribute authorities assumed that the entity had a 

globally unique identifier that was common across all attribute authorities. In reality, entities do not 

have global identifiers, but different entity identifiers and attributes assigned by their various IdSPs. 

Liberty Alliance [b-Liberty], which was succeeded by the Kantara Initiative [b-Kantara], was the first 

group to address the attribute-aggregating problem, through their concept of identity federation [b-

Chadwick]. However, one unresolved problem is the lack of a standard approach to aggregating entity 

attributes, asserted by multiple authorities, for an SP to use in its access control decision-making. 

A couple of use cases might be helpful to consider why attribute aggregation is needed. 

– If an e-book store plans to have a sale for seniors, the store has to be given the aggregated set 

of attributes (credit card details and proof of senior status) from multiple IdSPs. In this 

example, it is required for an entity to provide the attributes from two identities. 

– Suppose a researcher would like to purchase a computer using a federated bank account from 

an online store that offers discounts to the educational sector, the researcher must provide 

proof that he is a member of an educational organization and that he has a specific account 
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at his bank. Attributes stored in multiple distinct identities need to be collected and the result 

of this union should be transmitted to an SP, a process known as attribute aggregation 

[b-Klingenstein]. 

Sharing and coordinated use of resources within dynamic and multi-institutional communities is 

fundamental to an increasing range of computer applications, ranging from scientific collaborations 

to healthcare. Such sharing is necessarily highly controlled. Resource providers and consumers need 

to define clearly and carefully just what is shared, who is allowed to share, and the conditions under 

which sharing occurs. A set of individuals or institutions defined by such sharing rules form a so-

called virtual collaboration (VC). Providing self-management in order for VCs to be able to easily 

create and manage memberships and roles for their own groups, and access controls for their own 

resources, is a challenge, especially when those shared resources are hosted at multiple institutions. 

In a VC scenario, the federated IdSP cannot usually provide all the attributes that are relevant to 

participating SPs. Such VC-related attributes, VC name, membership status, member mailing list, 

etc., need to be aggregated from other sources. Several distinct attribute authorities need to participate 

in the management of user attributes [b-Hulsebosch]. 

There are several identity federation methods: the security assertion markup language (SAML), 

Shibboleth [b-Shibboleth], the Web Services-Federation [b-WS-Federation], the Kantara Initiative 

[b-Kantara], open identity [b-OpenID], open authentication [b-OAuth], CardSpace [b-CardSpace], 

Higgins Project [b-Higgins], etc. Based on who mediates the whole process, attribute aggregation 

methods could be classified into three categories: IdSP-mediated methods, SP-mediated methods and 

entity-mediated methods. 

7.1 Identity service provider-mediated methods 

7.1.1 Identity linking 

A method, introduced by the Liberty Alliance framework, is one of the first methods to address the 

problem of attribute aggregation through its concept of identity federation, see Figure 1 [b-Liberty]. 

In Figure 1, IdSPs allow the entity to create a pair-wise link (CoT3) between two IdSPs. When an 

entity moves around services, the first IdSP (IdSP1 in Figure 1) asks that entity if it would like to 

federate this IdSP (IdSP1) with other IdSP (IdSP2). At this point, both IdSPs interact with each other 

to create a link indicator. While accessing services from an SP, one IdSP provides that link indicator 

to the SP along with the assertion-containing attributes. The SP can use the indicator to retrieve other 

assertion-containing attributes from the other IdSP. By combining attributes from both IdSPs, the SP 

can determine whether the entity can access a service. 

 

Figure 1 – Architecture of the identity-linking method 
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Figure 2 shows a conceptual control flow of attribute aggregation using the identity-linking method. 

(1) An entity sends a service request to an SP. 

(2) When the SP needs the service permission of the entity, the SP sends an authentication and 

an authentication assertion request. 

(3) The entity is redirected to IdSP 1 for authentication. 

(4) IdSP 1 authenticates the entity and requests more attributes. 

(5) IdSP 1 returns the authentication assertion. 

(6) The entity submits an authentication assertion to the SP. 

(7) The SP requests more attributes regarding the entity from IdSP 2. 

(8) IdSP 2 provides the extra attribute. 

(9) The SP verifies the assertions and permits the entity to access the service. 

 

Figure 2 – Attribute aggregation flow using the identity-linking method 

7.1.2 Identity proxying 

There is a proxy IdSP and an SP has a connection with this IdSP that it trusts completely; other IdSPs 

are unknown to the SP and they only have trust relationships with the proxy IdSP (IdSP1), see 

Figure 3 [b-Klingenstein]. If the entity would like to aggregate attributes from multiple IdSPs, the 

entity is redirected first to the proxy IdSP (IdSP1 in Figure 3), and then the proxy IdSP redirects the 

entity to other multiple IdSPs. After the entity is authenticated individually at each IdSP, the entity 

returns an assertion to the proxy IdSP. After this, the proxy IdSP verifies each assertion, retrieves 

attributes from the IdSPs and aggregates all these attributes. The proxy IdSP could fill up the 

aggregated set with its own entity attributes and reassert the assertions. Then the proxy IdSP sends 

all reasserted attribute assertions to the SP. Then, the SP determines whether the entity can access the 

service based on the aggregated attributes. Because the SP is not aware of the other IdSPs but only 

has a relationship with the proxy IdSP, it assumes that all attributes have been released by the proxy 

IdSP. 
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Figure 3 – Architecture of the identity-proxying method 

Figure 4 shows a conceptual control flow of attribute aggregation using the identity-proxying method. 

(1) The entity sends a service request to the SP. 

(2) When the SP needs the service permission of the entity, the SP sends an authentication and 

an authentication assertion request. 

(3) The entity is redirected to IdSP 1 (as a proxy) for authentication. 

(4) IdSP 1 redirects the entity to IdSP 2. 

(5) IdSP 2 receives an authentication and attribute request. 

(6) IdSP 2 authenticates the entity. 

(7) IdSP 2 returns the authentication result and attribute assertions. 

(8) The entity forwards the authentication result and attribute assertions to IdSP 1. 

(9) IdSP 1 adds additional attributes, signs the assertions and returns them to the entity. 

(10) The entity submits the assertions to the SP. 

(11) The SP verifies the assertions and permits the entity to access the service. 

 

Figure 4 – Attribute aggregation flow using the identity-proxying method 
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7.1.3 Identity relay 

The identity relay method is similar to the proxying method, but does not require strong trust between 

an SP and a proxy IdSP. Although the proxy method requires the SP to have complete trust in the 

trusted IdSP, in reality, it might be impossible to provide absolute trust between the proxy IdSP and 

the SP. In the identity relay method, an intermediary IdSP (or relay IdSP; IdSP1 in Figure 5) can act 

like a proxy IdSP. Then the flow is similar to that of the proxy method, the entity is first redirected to 

the relay IdSP and then the relay IdSP redirects the entity to other multiple IdSPs. After the entity is 

authenticated individually at each IdSP, the entity returns an assertion to the relay IdSP. After that, 

the relay IdSP combines all assertions into a single assertion and forwards it to the SP. The difference 

between the proxying and the relay model lies in the signing of the attribute assertions. The relay 

IdSP does not sign the attribute assertions, but just relays the assertions signed by the origin IdSP. 

Then, the SP receives encrypted attribute assertions from the IdSPs and relay IdSP, and determines 

whether the entity can access the service based on the aggregated attributes. This method needs a trust 

relationship between the IdSPs and SP. 

 

Figure 5 – Architecture of identity relay method 

Figure 6 shows a conceptual control flow of attribute aggregation using the identity relay method. 

(1) The entity sends a service request to the SP. 

(2) When the SP needs the service permission of the entity, the SP sends an authentication and 

an authentication assertion request. 

(3) The entity is redirected to IdSP 1 (as a relay) for authentication. 

(4) IdSP 1 redirects the entity to IdSP 2. 

(5) IdSP 2 receives an authentication and attribute request. 

(6) IdSP 2 authenticates the entity. 

(7) IdSP 2 returns the authentication result and attribute assertions. 

(8) The entity forwards the authentication result and attribute assertions to IdSP 1. 

(9) IdSP 1 adds additional attributes, signs the assertions and returns them to the entity. 

(10) The entity submits the assertions to the SP. 

(11) The SP verifies the assertions and permits the entity to access the service. 
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Figure 6 – Attribute aggregation flow using the identity relay method 

7.2 Service provider-mediated methods 

7.2.1 Application database 

The application database (DB) method is the simplest of the attribute aggregation methods, see 

Figure 7 [b-Hulsebosch]. The SP retains extra entity attributes, a nickname, entity-preferences for 

that particular service, group membership, etc., in addition to the attributes supplied by the IdSP. The 

SP manages the added attributes for applications. Furthermore, such attributes of its DB can be 

retrieved later for the SP to determine whether the entity can access a particular service. 

 

Figure 7 – Architecture of application database method 

Figure 8 shows a conceptual control flow of attribute aggregation using the application DB. 

(1) The entity sends a service request to the SP. 

(2) When the SP needs the service permission of the entity, the SP sends an authentication and 

an authentication assertion request. 

(3) The entity is redirected to IdSP 1 for authentication. 

(4) IdSP 1 authenticates the entity. 
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(5) After authentication success, IdSP 1 returns the authentication result and the assertion. 

(6) The entity submits the authentication assertion to the SP. 

(7) The SP retrieves additional entity attributes from its DB, if necessary. 

(8) The SP verifies the assertion(s) and permits the entity to access the service. 

 

Figure 8 – Attribute aggregation flow using application database method 

7.2.2 Service provider 

The SP method allows the entity to aggregate attributes from multiple IdSPs in a single session, see 

Figure 9 [b-Hulsebosch]. The entity is redirected to different IdSPs one after the other where the 

entity is authenticated separately and returns an attribute assertion to the SP. The SP aggregates the 

attribute assertions from IdSPs and determines whether the entity can access a particular service. 

 

Figure 9 – Architecture of the service provider method 

Figure 10 shows a conceptual control flow of attribute aggregation using the SP method. 

(1) The entity sends a service request to the SP. 

(2) When the SP needs the service permission of the entity, the SP sends an authentication and 

an authentication assertion request. 

(3) The entity is redirected to IdSP 1 for authentication. 

(4) IdSP 1 authenticates the entity. 

(5) IdSP 1 returns an authentication result and assertion. 
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(6) The entity submits an authentication assertion to the SP. 

(7) The SP asks the entity for more attributes regarding the entity. 

(8) The entity sends more attribute requests to IdSP 2. 

(9) IdSP 2 authenticates the entity. 

(10) IdSP 2 provides the additional attributes. 

(11) The entity submits the authentication assertions to the SP. 

(12) The SP verifies the assertion(s) and permits the entity to access the service. 

 

Figure 10 – Attribute aggregation flow using the service provider method 

7.2.3 Linking service 

The linking service (LS) method is a combination of the linking and identity relay method. The LS is 

a special type of SP, see Figure 11, which is used by the entity using a LS-supplied identifier 

[b-Chadwick], [b-Hulsebosch]. The LS-supplied identifier is used to link different IdSPs using the 

IdSP-supplied LS-specific persistent identifiers in a table called the linking table. If an entity wants 

to access a service, the entity visits the SP and is redirected to the first IdSP (IdSP 1 in Figure 11). 

The entity is authenticated at IdSP 1, and then an assertion containing entity attributes and the 

identifier for the LS are returned to the SP through the entity. The SP forwards the identifier to the 

LS to get more attributes. At this point, two options are available: either the LS can retrieve the list 

of linked IdSPs for this persistent identifier using the linking table and retrieve attributes from each 

of them, which are then combined at the LS and are returned to the SP or the LS can send back the 

list of linked IdSPs to the SP. Then the SP retrieves the attributes from each IdSP. Finally, the SP 

determines whether the entity can access the service based on the aggregated attributes. 
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Figure 11 – Architecture of the linking service method 

Figure 12 shows a conceptual control flow of attribute aggregation using the LS method. 

(1) The entity sends a service request to the SP. 

(2) When the SP needs the service permission of the entity, the SP sends an authentication and 

an authentication assertion request. 

(3) The entity is redirected to IdSP 1. 

(4) IdSP 1 authenticates the entity. 

(5) IdSP 1 returns an authentication assertion and the identifier for the LS. 

(6) The entity submits the assertion and the identifier for the LS to the SP. 

(7) The SP sends more attribute requests to the entity. 

(8) The entity is redirected to the LS. 

(9) The LS asks IdSP 2 for attributes. 

(10) IdSP 2 provides the attributes. 

(11) The attributes are returned to the entity. 

(12) The entity submits the authentication assertion(s) to the SP. 

(13) The SP verifies the assertion(s) and permits the entity to access the service. 
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Figure 12 – Attribute aggregation flow using the linking service method 

7.3 Entity-mediated method 

The entity-mediated method uses a client (the entity-agent or application) that has the capability to 

aggregate attributes from different IdSPs, see Figure 13 [b-Klingenstein], and [b-Hulsebosch]. The 

SP informs the client about the list of trusted IdSPs. The client redirects the entity to each of these 

IdSPs. After respective authentication at each IdSP, the client receives assertions from all IdSPs and 

presents the combined set of assertions to the SP. The SP verifies each assertion, retrieves all attributes 

and then determines whether the entity can access the service. 

 

Figure 13 – Architecture of the client method 

Figure 14 shows a conceptual control flow of attribute aggregation using the client method. 

(1) The entity sends a service request to the SP. 

(2) When the SP needs the service permission of the entity, the SP sends an authentication and 

an authentication assertion request. 

(3) IdSP 1 authenticates the entity. 
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(4) IdSP 1 returns the authentication assertion. 

(5) The entity is redirected to IdSP 2 for more attribute assertion(s). 

(6) IdSP 2 authenticates the entity. 

(7) IdSP 2 returns the attribute assertion(s). 

(8) The entity submits the authentication assertion(s) to the SP. 

(9) The SP verifies the assertion(s) and permits the entity to access the service. 

 

Figure 14 – Attribute aggregation flow using the client method 

8 Comparison of the aggregated authentication methods 

The seven methods of clause 7 are new approaches from the traditional federated IdM system. Each 

of these methods has additional entities or interactions. Based on these modifications, the seven 

methods can be analysed and compared by factors in order to select a suitable aggregation method. 

The designer and developer should consider issues such as: who mediates/aggregates/verifies the 

attributes, implementation difficulty or the addition of new elements. 

Clause 7 presents several methods based on SAML for attribute aggregation. These methods could 

be interoperable based on how they are expressed in SAML. 

Aggregation methods are analysed with respect to aggregation mediation, aggregation enforcement 

and additional element. A comparison of aggregated methods is shown in Table 1. 

In Table 1,a tick "" in a cell indicates that the aggregation method of the row has the capability of 

the column. More precisely, the marked capability should be supported by the implementation of the 

marked method. 
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Table 1 – Comparison of aggregation methods 

Aggregation method 

Capability 
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Identity linking        

Identity proxying        

Identity relay        

Application database       DB 

Service provider        

Linking service       LS 

Client       client 

Regarding the identity-linking method, the aggregation is mediated by the IdSP and enforced at the 

SP. It means that the attribute aggregation protocol should be implemented in the IdSP and SP. 

However, in other cases, the aggregation mediation and enforcement can be implemented in the same 

provider. It might be easier for the provider to operate the attribute aggregation rather than the 

identity-linking method. Regarding additional elements for attribute aggregation, the application DB 

method needs its own DB; the linking service method needs an LS (linking service) as a special type 

of SP; the entity-mediated method needs a client as an agent. Based on these criteria, the identity-

proxying method and identity relay method are recommended in IdSP-mediated methods and the SP 

method is recommended in SP-mediated methods.  
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